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I Introduction
This paper provides new evidence on the behavior of the financial intermediaries that operated in the New York foreign government bond market during the period leading to the interwar debt crisis. This crisis was a major event during which nearly 40 percent of international sovereign and sub-sovereign bonds went into default. This led to claims that the -originate and distribute‖ model in sovereign lending had failed miserably (Madden et al., 1937) . While the perception that banks had proven unable to manage their conflicts of interest was one of the justifications for the Glass Steagall Act of 1933 (Carosso, 1970 , Benston, 1990 , to the best of our knowledge, there has not been any attempt to formally test this hypothesis. The objective of this paper is to fill this gap in the literature by conducting an econometric study of the determinants of bankers' behavior in the 1920s. Although our contribution is empirical, we use insight from recent theoretical work to exploit interesting dimensions of the novel dataset that we have constructed.
Our results suggest that in the period we study the desire to build and maintain prestige and reputation played an important role in mitigating conflicts of interest. We argue that the malfunctioning of the international capital market was not as pervasive as previously thought and conclude that anecdotal reports by contemporaries may have overplayed the few cases in which some banks did indeed adopt fraudulent behavior.
We provide two distinct but complementary ways to think about intermediaries' incentives. First, we check whether bankers' concerns over reputation played a role in determining the quality of the bonds they underwrote. Second, we test for bad behavior (-banksterism‖) by exploiting information about underwriting fees charged by bankers.
In order to conduct these tests we use a new dataset that covers the universe of bonds issued in New York during the 1920s by foreign sovereign, sub-sovereign, sovereign-owned, and sub-sovereign-owned entities. 2 In building our dataset, we painstakingly matched information from different sources on bond characteristics (such as credit rating, spread at issue, maturity, size of the issue, and default status), on underwriting fees, and on the type (investment bank versus commercial bank) and prestige of the main underwriter. While we were able to obtain information on bond characteristics from Moody's Governments and Municipals annual handbooks, to collect data on underwriting fees we had to go back to the original documents of US Congressional commissions. We also checked these published sources against primary (handwritten, archival) material principally from the Morgan Library in New York City. Finally, we gathered both systematic and anecdotal evidence on a large number of individual issues in order to increase the informational content of each data point.
2 . We do not consider Canadian bonds as the conventional wisdom was that Canada could not be treated as a fully foreign issuer (Mintz, 1951) .
We think that the construction and description of this dataset is another contribution of our paper to the sovereign debt literature.
We find that the experience of the 1920s is consistent with modern theoretical arguments about reputational concerns. In particular, we show that bonds underwritten by less prestigious houses were more likely to default even after controlling for ex-ante measures of bond quality (such as rating or spread at issue). This suggests that market leaders worried about retaining their prestige and hence were particularly careful in selecting the bonds they underwrote. Our results are also consistent with the notion that prestigious underwriters did not try to use their reputation to extract anomalous fees from borrowers.
Our paper relates to three strands of literature. The first strand looks at whether commercial banks faced stronger conflicts of interest with respect to investment banks (Benston, 1990) . Several legal documents and policy papers emphasized the alleged role of delinquent practices during the 1920s. They argued that such practices led to a loss of confidence in commercial banks that engaged in underwriting securities through their -Security Affiliates‖ (Fein, 1986) . However, economists always found limited traction for the argument that commercial banks were more likely to sell low quality paper with respect to investment banks. Like the typewriter in the 19th century, the poor empirical foundations of this view have been rediscovered several times during the 20 th century. Immediately after the crisis, Moore (1934) compared the corporate portfolio of the top eight investment banks with that of the top eight commercial banks and did not find any substantial difference. Shortly thereafter, Edwards (1942) conducted a comparative analysis of the domestic corporate bond market and argued that the conflict of interest laden commercial bank is a myth rather than a legend for a -legend at least has an element of historic truth.‖ (Edwards 1942, p. 232) . More recent econometric work by Kroszner and Rajan (1994) and by Ang and Richardson (1994) looks at the US corporate bond market during the interwar period and confirms these previous findings. Our paper brings a sovereign debt angle to this literature. This is important because information problems are more pervasive in the sovereign debt market (countries do not publish audited accounts and can rarely post collateral) and so is the potential scope for misbehavior and misrepresentation. Even though foreign government bonds accounted for a small percentage of total securities issued on the NYSE during the 1920s, the first massive wave of defaults in the interwar period concerned sovereign bonds. These defaults led to the US Senate hearings in [1931] [1932] and were central in the debates that led to the GlassSteagall Act in 1933 (Carosso, 1970 , Benston, 1990 . Our analysis of the market for foreign government bonds corroborates the results obtained by authors who focused on the corporate debt market and provides no support for the idea that commercial and investment banks behaved differently when they underwrote sovereign bonds.
The fact that previous research failed to find any difference between commercial banks and investment banks does not necessarily mean that banks at large did not face conflicts of interest. We discuss this issue by looking at the relationship between reputation and conflicts of interest and relate our findings to modern theories of signaling and certification which suggest that reputation interacts with market structure. Our results are consistent with several theoretical models which emphasize that a concern for reputation helps supporting quality provision in markets, where information problems would otherwise preclude it (Shapiro, 1983 , Klein and Leffler, 1984 , Bar-Isaac and Tadelis, 2008 , Chemmanur and Fulghieri, 1994 . 3 In particular, we find that prestigious underwriters who might have been tempted to overprice low quality securities refrained from it, presumably to avoid damage to their reputation. Our findings are also in line with empirical work by Carter, Dark, and Singh (1998) who show that securities issued by prestigious banks outperform those issued by ordinary ones. 4 Finally, our paper relates to the literature that looks at the macroeconomic causes and consequences of the wave of defaults of the 1930s and emphasizes the role of bad luck. Eichengreen and Portes (1986) find that rising debt burdens and deteriorated terms of trade increased the likelihood and magnitude of default. While a high debt burden is consistent with underwriters' failure to check reckless borrowing, bankers cannot be blamed for defaults caused by adverse terms of trade shocks. 5 Eichengreen (1992) suggests that the Great Depression had much to do with policy errors in developed countries of which developing countries' governments are exonerated. Taken together, these findings suggest that many of the defaults of the 1930s could not have been anticipated by the underwriting banks.
Therefore the large number of bonds that defaulted cannot be taken as an indication of bankers' greed. Our micro-perspective brings fresh evidence on the matter. By eliminating the hypothesis of bad behavior, we strengthen that of bad luck and reinforce the claims of the macroeconomic literature.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview of the historical context of the episode which is the object of our study. Section III describes the construction of our dataset and presents some summary statistics on the structure of the New York market for sovereign debt during the 1920s. Section IV studies the 3 . The idea is that, in a repeated game, sellers with a reputation for quality can extract future rents from current investment in reputation (see DeLong, 1990 , for a historical perspective). 4 . Along similar lines, Beatty and Ritter (1986) show that underwriters whose offerings under-perform lose market share. Finally, Booth and Smith (1986) show that security prices are positively correlated with the reputation of the underwriter. This latter fact is consistent with the idea that reputation contributes to solving problems arising from asymmetric information between intermediaries and investors. 5 Moreover, Eichengreen and Portes's (1986) calculations of internal rates of returns for government bonds show only modest losses for buy and hold investors.
determinants of the probability of default and tests alternative hypothesis on the matter.
Section V looks at whether bankers concealed information from the public in order to extract higher revenues. Section VI concludes.
II

Historical Background
II.a The boom and the bust
During the 1920s, the New York Stock Exchange experienced a flurry of foreign bond issues.
Issue of foreign government bonds in the US had begun before World War I. Before 1914, Wall Street institutions were frequently involved in international syndicates (Carosso and Sylla, 1991) . However, their market share remained modest compared to that of the then ruling European houses (Lewis, 1938 (Flandreau, Gaillard and Packer, 2009 ). These events were part of a protracted process where policy failures, deflation, and lack of international cooperation interacted with one another, causing havoc in the global financial system (Eichengreen 1992) .
There is broad consensus on the main causes of the boom and bust cycle of 1920 -1931 (Young, 1930 , Lewis, 1938 , Madden et al., 1937 , Eichengreen, 1989 . They include the shift of the US current account from a structural deficit to a structural surplus, the accommodating monetary policy that was associated with the Gold Exchange Standard 6 . The exceptions were some issues that fell within America's sphere of influence, such as Central America and the Caribbean, Liberia, and China. 7 . See Moody's Manual (1918) for details. (Friedman and Schwartz, 1963) , and financial innovation. With respect to this last factor, U.S.
policymakers have been blamed for liberalizing the procedures for issuing foreign bonds in the US market (Edwards, 1927 , describes the changes in regulation implemented in 1923) and for introducing new products (the Liberty Bonds) which may have given investors in foreign sovereign bonds a false impression of security.
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According to many, however, the market expanded (and eventually collapsed) because some underwriting banks were willing to issue low quality bonds without revealing the true risk associated with these securities (Madden et al., 1937 , Mintz, 1951 , U.S. Congress, 1932 , pp. 1268 -1272 , Kamm, 1952 , and Rippy, 1950 . Many observers argued that the problem was particularly serious for the so-called security affiliates of commercial banks which were often accused to push bonds on the depositors of their parent banks.
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This latter view became the dominant one and fed public resentment when, in the Fall of 1931, investors faced enormous paper losses on their portfolio of foreign securities. 10 The US press took up the cudgel against bankers and accused them of carelessness and bad judgment in the underwriting and placement of foreign bonds. Bankers were also accused of disregarding the interests of investors. William Randolph Hearst's New York American, a daily, started a campaign against bankers describing the losses incurred by investors in foreign bonds and contrasting these with the profits made by the bankers who issued these securities. Madden et al. (1937, p. 204) report that -there was considerable resentment among investors‖ and it was chiefly directed against the -bankers who originated and distributed these securities‖ and -unloaded these securities on a gullible public with no consideration other than that of making profits‖. Similarly, Kuczynski (1932, p. 1) argued that:
… the heavy drop in prices in German bonds following the default of many South American loans has aroused a bitter feeling against the ‗international banker'. One factor which particularly irritates the public is the belief that the bankers derived excessive profits from the sale of these bonds while investors who had to resell them suffered severe losses.
II.b The blame game and the political reaction
Problems in the market for foreign securities sparked a blaming game and lawmakers became involved. On December 10, 1931, Senator Hiram Johnson of California, a maverick Republican -Progressive‖ who was opposed to Hoover and would endorse Roosevelt, 8 . Liberty bonds (issued between April 1917 and September 1918) were debt swaps between the US Government and financially weak allied countries whereby US fiscal authorities provided default insurance to foreign governments' creditors. 9 . Security affiliates were vehicles designed to circumvent regulatory limitations that existed precisely to prevent commercial banks from getting involved in origination (Carosso, 1970) . 10 . Flandreau, Gaillard and Packer (2009) (Hulbert, 1983, and Eichengreen, 1989 of National City Bank and of its security affiliate (the National City Company) to the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais and Peru (Carosso, 1970 , p. 330-31, Benston, 1990 Bank in January 1931, played a key role in popularizing the notion that there was something special with the way commercial banks' security affiliates had failed (Carosso, 1970) . Aldrich criticized his predecessor Albert Wiggins and stated that -spirit of speculation had to be eradicated from the management of commercial banks‖ by separating completely investment and commercial banking from one another (Carosso, 1970, p. 347 Huertas and Silverman (1986) attention to the National City Company is explained by Pecora's need for a star villain. One aggravating circumstance was that when the bond market collapsed, National City Bank bore no residual exposure, having already disposed of the securities it underwrote. Its balance sheet, in 1933, was said to be -the envy of every bank in the United States‖ (Huertas and Silverman, 1986, p. 86) . 19 . Chase itself was leading the way out and at the time of the hearings a special committee was preparing a plan to separate the two parts of the bank.
Private investment banks were comparatively less tarnished because -as Pecora viewed them, the sins of the private bankers were of a more subtle nature‖ (Carosso, 1970, p 340) . Pecora mentioned later to Carosso that several bankers confided with him they felt the situation had run out of control and that the subcommittee was -doing a much needed job of housecleaning‖ (Carosso, 1970, p. 349) . 20 The hearings mobilized public support for new financial laws, paving the way for the Banking Act of 1933 (known as the Glass-Steagall Act), which separated investment banking (or origination) from commercial banking (or distribution). The explicit goal of the Act was to address conflicts of interest and restore credibility in battered capital markets. Some authors have discussed whether Glass-Steagall was a case of regulatory capture that enabled to stifle competition (Tabarrok, 1998 , Mahoney, 2001 , Calomiris 2000 .
II.c Market discipline
A neglected question is the extent to which all types of banks (investment banks and security affiliates) were subjected to some type of market discipline. Huertas (1985, p. 177) 23 . Eichengreen (1989, p.122-23) . This view is also consistent with Winkler's (1933) emphasis on the role of unrestrained bankers' competition in the interwar debt collapse. 24 . In 1909, these banks (which included JP Morgan, Kuhn and Loeb, the National City Bank, and the First National Bank of New York) banded together to form the -American group‖ which sought to secure a Chinese government loan. The same houses also formed the -North American Group‖ with the objective of competing with the house of Speyer in Latin America. Under the terms of the arrangement banks participated to one another's deals. 25 . [1920] [1921] [1922] [1923] [1924] [1925] [1926] [1927] [1928] [1929] [1930] . This is well above the conventional threshold for -high concentration‖ of 1800 and is the highest concentration index among all previous and subsequent markets and periods they study. While there might have been new entrants in the New York market, incumbents were able to retain their dominant position.
III The Data
III.a Data collection
We study the behavior of financial intermediaries that operated in the New York market during the interwar period with a new dataset that covers the universe of sovereign international bonds denominated in US dollars, with maturity of at least one year, issued in New York between 1920 and 1929.
To build our dataset we started with Young's (1930) 29 . The fact that the cartels included both investment banks (JP Morgan and Kuhn and Loeb) and commercial banks with security affiliates (the Guaranty and the National City Bank) belies any attempt to draw a sharp contrast between investment banks and commercial banks. In 1927, JP Morgan banded together with the National City Company in the loan to Peru originated by Seligman. In 1929 JP Morgan cooperated with the National City Company in the infamous Chile and Minas Gerais loans. In these arrangements, the National City Company bore the liability risk, as JP Morgan did not appear as chief underwriter. However, its banding with National City shows the extent to which the divide between investment and commercial banks is arbitrary, and perhaps even meaningless. 30 . We calculated spreads using US government bond yields as a benchmark (see http://www.fraser.stlouisfed.org).
We collected the data for bond credit ratings immediately after issue from Moody's Government and Municipals Manuals, which are available from 1918 onwards (at the time,
Moody's scale used a 9 notch system starting with Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, all the way down to C). The next step consisted of assigning bank types to individual underwriters. This was not an easy task as the conventional practice of distinguishing between commercial banks and investment banks is fraught with difficulty. Kroszner and Rajan (1994) suggest using certain key words such as -national‖, -bank‖ or -trust‖ to identify security affiliates. 34 We decided to document each case from leading sources in business history. Working with the indexes of Peach (1941) and Carosso (1973) we were able to pin down most of the banks in our 44 institutions list. 35 This coding strategy allowed us to split our sample of 44 underwriters into a 31 . U.S. Congress, Senate (1931 1932 . In general, the first underwriter in the list provided by Moody's is also identified as the lead underwriter in the Senate Committee Hearings. When the Senate Committee did not provide information on the lead underwriter (this was the case for some small, and unknown houses), we identified the lead underwriter by using the first name listed by Moody's. Mintz (1951) adopted a similar strategy but she only covered 11 underwriters. 32 . This led us to reassign two Norwegian loans which we had previously attributed to JP Morgan to National City Bank (our results are robust to assigning these two bonds to JP Morgan). 33 China defaulted in 1921 on a pre 1920 issue, which is, therefore, not included in our dataset. Two Brazilian sub-sovereign defaults (Santa Catharina and Ceara, respectively in 1926 and 1927) , by contrast, are included in our sample and coded as defaulted. 34 . Edwards (1942) argues that there were three groups of banks involved in originating corporate securities: affiliates, non-affiliates (such investment trusts not related to a commercial bank); and private or unincorporated houses. Attention to specific cases reveals further complications. Some investment banks did set up their own networks of salesmen. For instance, Dillon, Read and Co. had a network of 4,000 salesmen (Roberts 1992) . It is interesting to note that the literature has been obsessed with the -danger‖ of commercial banks over-stepping the turf of investment banks. However, the opposite was just as true. The extent to which this makes investment banks and commercial banks unidentifiable is never discussed. Through interlocking directorates, some were also able to control given commercial banks. Edwards (1942) and Carosso (1970) these tables contain detailed information that can be used to reconstruct underwriting fees. Lewis (1938) was the first to use this information to estimate underwriting fees for a number of countries and years and her data has been used by Eichengreen (1989) . However, as Lewis (1938) aggregated fees across different underwriters and sometimes interpolated the data, we had to start from scratch and use the primary source (the Senate Committee on Finance) in order to obtain bond-level information on underwriting fees. For a few bonds, which were not covered by the Senate Committee on Finance, we were able to obtain information from Kuczynski (1932) and Rippy (1950) . After matching our 322 bonds with the list of securities for which we were able to obtain fees, we obtained a dataset of 249 securities.
We think that there are good reasons to trust our main source of information on fees.
Since the Senate Committee was evaluating the accusation that bankers had over-charged their client countries, underwriters had no incentives to inflate the actual fees. At the same time, given that high fees were often considered evidence of bankers' corrupt practices and a sign of the exploitation of innocent borrowers, the latter had every incentive to denounce any underreporting of the true underwriting fees they had been subjected to. 36 We also checked the quality of the information on underwriting fees collected by the Senate Committee on
Finance by matching our results with the underwriting fees reported by JP Morgan's Syndicate Books (to the best of our knowledge this is the only accessible repository of underwriting contracts for that period). We were able to double-check figures for a substantial portion of loans because Morgan's Syndicate Books report information on Morgan's deals, on National City Company's deals where JP Morgan was a partner, and on deals where the investigation. For example, we were able to identify the Royal Financial Corporation, a minor market participant, through an ad in the January 3, 1919 issue of The Monetary Times, a Canadian publication. 36 . As defaults spread and governments were toppled, successor regimes sued earlier rulers and this gave much publicity to the terms of the loans. In the case of Peru, the former president Augusto Leguia and his son Juan Leguia were trialed for illegal enrichment (see Senate Committee on Finance, p. 1279-80, and Rippy, 1950) .
National City Company was only a distributor but reserved a share to Morgan (these were routine arrangements consistent with the collusive practices discussed in Section II).
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III.b A First look at the data
Before moving to a formal econometric analysis, we describe the main characteristics of our dataset. Table 1 reports descriptive statistics and slices our sample along two dimensions:
investment banks versus security affiliates and major versus smaller underwriters. We arbitrarily defined as "major" all underwriters with a market share greater than 5 percent.
Panel A uses information for all underwriters. It shows that the average underwriter had a market share of approximately 2 percent, but that the largest underwriter (JP Morgan) controlled more than 30 percent of the market for foreign government bonds. The average bond included in our sample has a face value of nearly USD16 million (the median is USD10 million) and a maturity of 25 years. Average spreads hovered around 3.2 percent and underwriting fees were roughly 5.8 percent. The average rating of bonds issued in this period was close to A (the median rating was exactly A). 38 An average A rating appears to be high, if one considers that about two thirds of the bonds issued in the period under observation eventually defaulted.
Panels B and C of Table 1 report summary statistics for the subsample of bonds issued by bank affiliates and investment banks, respectively. We are particularly interested in seeing if the there are differences in the -quality‖ of the bonds issued by the two types of underwriters. We gauge quality by looking at the ex ante and ex post performance of Wall Street firms involved in foreign government bond underwriting. We measure ex ante performance by looking at the average credit rating of bonds underwritten by a given bank.
To measure ex post performance, we look at default rates. 39 Armed with these definitions of quality, Panel D of Table 1 compares the two subsamples and shows that, by and large, the bonds issued by the two groups of underwriters have similar characteristics in terms of quality both ex-ante and ex-post. 40 The findings of Panel D are consistent with previous work that 37 . Unfortunately, we were unable to check whether misreporting of fees was more serious for bonds issued by smaller institutions. 38 . In order to compute average ratings, we assign numeric values to Moody's rating. Our coding is as follows: 0 for non rated bonds; 1 for bonds rated B and Ba (there is only one bond rated B in the sample); 2 for bonds rated Baa; 3 for bonds rated A; 4 for bonds rated Aa; 5 for bonds rated Aaa. 39 This dichotomous variable may be criticized on the account that what really matters is recovery ratios. However, we were not able to obtain information on recovery ratios for the majority of the defaulting bond included in our sample. An alternative suggested by Moore (1934) and Kroszner and Rajan (1994) is to use bond prices at certain dates. 40 The only differences are that investment banks charge fees which are slightly higher than the fees charged by bank affiliates (the difference is 70 basis points and, with a p value of 0.11, it is close to being statistically significant at the 10 percent confidence level) and that bonds issued by investment banks have average spreads which are higher than the spreads on bonds issued by bank affiliates (the difference is 30 basis points and it is statistically significant at the one percent confidence level).
found no statistically significant difference between the quality of domestic corporate bonds underwritten by investment banks and the quality of bonds underwritten by affiliates (Moore, 1934 , Huertas and Silverman, 1986 , Kroszner and Rajan, 1994 . In particular, our data show no statistically significant difference between default rates of bonds underwritten by investment banks and bonds underwritten by security affiliates of commercial banks. They show a small difference in ex ante quality as measured by spreads and credit rating, but they suggest that, if anything, bank affiliates underwrote higher quality bonds with respect to investment banks.
Panels E and F of Table 1 split the sample between major underwriters and smaller underwriters. Our sample includes 6 underwriters and 157 bonds in the first category and 38 underwriters with 165 bonds in the second category. Panel G compares the two subsamples and shows that the bonds issued by the two types of underwriters differ along many dimensions. Major underwriters are characterized by lower default rates, smaller average fees and spreads, higher average amounts, and higher credit rating. The only dimension along which we do not find a statistically significant difference between the two groups is average maturity. The differences between major and smaller underwriters are, instead, clearer. Major underwriters issued high quality bonds and small underwriters issued lower quality bonds.
About 40 percent of bonds issued by major underwriters were rated Aaa or Aa. The corresponding share for smaller underwriters was about 10 percent. The other end of the spectrum (the Baa to B range as there were no securities whose grade at issue was below B)
amounted to only about 24 percent of the issues by major underwriters but more than 50 percent of bonds issued by smaller underwriters.
Thus, a cursory look at the data indicates that the size of the underwriters appears to be more important than the type of underwriter in determining the quality of the issued bonds.
In the next section, we relate market size to an economically meaningful variable such as prestige and provide econometric evidence of the relation between prestige and gate-keeping.
IV Prestige and Gate-keeping in Foreign Governments Debt Markets
The previous section showed that there is almost no difference between the average quality (both ex ante and ex post) of bonds underwritten by security affiliates and that of bonds underwritten by investment banks. It also presented evidence in support of the idea that larger houses tended to underwrite higher quality bonds both ex ante and ex post.
In this section, we focus on ex-post performance and check whether underwriter characteristics are associated with default probability, conditional on information on bond characteristics which was publicly available when the bond was originally issued. In particular, we test the hypothesis that self-discipline in bond underwriting was provided by the fear that issuing bad securities would damage the underwriter's credibility. We do this by checking whether bigger banks were more selective in their underwriting decisions because they had more to lose.
We also check whether our data support the idea that security affiliates and investment banks faced different set of incentives and whether this difference in incentives led the former to less selective underwriting decisions. We conduct this test because, as discussed in Section II, one of the reasons why the Glass-Steagall Act forced commercial banks to abandon their underwriting business was that the Pecora Hearings concluded that commercial banks had incentives to underwrite low quality bonds and reported anecdotal evidence pertaining to the foreign bond market (of course, it is not clear why underwriting low quality bonds is bad per se, more on this below).
We test these hypotheses by estimating a set of bond-level Probit regressions where the dependent variable takes a value of one if the bond ever defaulted in the subsequent period and zero otherwise and the explanatory variables measure bond and underwriter characteristics. Our two main variables of interest are the type of underwriter and prestige.
We measure the type of underwriter by using the split between bank affiliates and investment bank described in Section III. In particular, we use a dummy variable (INVBANK) that takes a value of one if the underwriter is an investment bank and zero if it is a security affiliate. 41 We do not expect that this variable will show up as significant for foreign sovereign debt when it never did in previous studies of corporate debt. Yet, it is useful to introduce it as background and also in order to underline the novelty of our contribution, which is to include a measure of prestige.
Quantifying prestige is more complicated as this is a variable that can be measured in a variety of ways. Carter and Manaster (1990) rely on the -starring order‖ on stock offering -tombstone‖ announcements that are published in the press. While we saw in the Morgan 41 Since there is limited bond-level variation in underwriter characteristics, we cluster the standard error at the underwriter level.
archive some prospectuses that displayed banks according to their seniority in underwriting and suggest that such measures could also be constructed for the interwar period, we do not have sufficient information to rank all underwriters included in our sample. An alternative is contemporaries' opinion as captured in the work of economic historians. For instance, by reading Carosso (1970) and Carosso and Sylla (1991) there are two problems with using capital as a measure of prestige. The first is a practical one, as it is difficult to obtain estimates of equity capital at relevant dates for all banks included in our datasets. The second is more conceptual: Presence of competition between investment boutiques and large commercial banks with a vastly diversified portfolio casts doubt upon the comparability of capital stocks. Probably some adjustment would be necessary, but the form of such adjustment is not clear. 42 A useful alternative, therefore, is to follow Megginson and Weiss (1991) who advocate relative market share as an indicator of prestige. This indicator has also the advantage of being continuous and is the one that we will use in our empirical
analysis. An indicator of prestige based on market share is also consistent with the suggestion to identify as -prestigious‖ the four banks with a substantial pre-1914 activity. These banks were also among the five underwriters which during the 1920s had the largest market share. Table 3 shows our baseline results. All coefficients are transformed into marginal effects and they can be interpreted as the effect of a change in the explanatory variable on the probability of default, with the effect evaluated at the mean of the explanatory variables. The first column only controls for underwriter's characteristics and shows that prestige (PRESTIGE) has a strong negative correlation with the probability of default. The point estimates suggest that a 1 percentage point increase in prestige is associated with almost a 2 percentage-point reduction in the probability of default. As already suggested by Table 1, and consistently with the results of Moore (1934) and Kroszner and Rajan (1994) , we find no difference between the default rate of bonds issued by investment banks and the default rate of bonds issued by bank affiliates.
Column 2 controls for the spread at issue (SPREAD) and shows that this variable predicts default. The effect is both statistically and economically significant. The point estimate suggests that a one percentage point increase in spread is associated with a 27 percent increase in the probability of default. Controlling for spreads reduces the impact of prestige on the probability of default (the coefficient of PRESTIGE goes from -1.8 to -1.3), but its effect remains statistically and economically significant. We still find that investment banks are not significantly different from bank affiliates.
In Column 3, we include a set of rating dummies (the excluded Group is Aaa) and
show that bonds rated Aaa and Aa have probabilities of defaults which are significantly lower than those of bonds rated A, Baa, Ba, and NR. However, we find no significant differences within these two groups. 43 Controlling for credit ratings reduces the correlation between prestige and the probability of default, but we still find that the PRESTIGE variable is highly statistically and economically significant. This indicates that the prestige of the issuing house contains information which was not fully captured by the rating agencies.
The lack of significant differences within high (Aaa and Aa) and low (A, Baa, Ba, and NR) ratings suggests that we can collapse these sub categories with a dummy variable (LOWRAT) that takes a value of one for bonds rated A, Baa, Ba, B, and for non-rated bonds and zero for bonds rated Aaa and Aa. Having this variable will be useful to explore interactions between credit rating and other variables.
Column 4 uses the LOWRAT dummy and shows that our results are basically unchanged. Since it may be questionable to group A-rated bonds together with low-rated bonds, we build another low rating dummy (LOWRAT1) which does not include A-rated bonds. We use this dummy in column 5 (together with the A-rating dummy) and show that our results are unchanged and that A-rated bonds are undistinguishable from bonds in the LOWRAT1 category.
In column 6, we show that once we control for rating, spreads at issuance are no longer statistically significant, but prestige remains significant (we obtain the same result if we use separate rating dummies instead of the LOWRAT dummy). Column 7 controls for the maturity of the bond and the log of the face value of the bond (ln(FACE VALUE) and MATURITY measure the amount of the bond in logs and original maturity, respectively). We find that long-dated bonds were more likely to default, but that the size of the bond has no significant correlation with the probability of default. We still find that PRESTIGE is significantly associated with the probability of default. In the last column, we control for year of issuance fixed effects. While we find that SPREAD becomes marginally significant and duration is no longer significant, there is no substantial change in the statistical and economic significance of our proxy for underwriter's prestige.
The lack of significance in the investment bank dummy could be driven by the presence of a correlation between this variable and our measure of prestige. In Table 4 we reestimate all the regressions of Table 3 by excluding PRESTIGE. We find that the results are unchanged and that the investment bank dummy is never statistically significant. In Table 5, we augment our baseline model with a dummy variable that takes value one for sovereign bonds (SOVEREIGN) and with the interaction between the sovereign dummy and the LOWRAT dummy (SOV_LR). We find that neither variable is statistically significant and that controlling for these two variables yield results that are similar to those of Table 3 .
Our previous results showed that bonds underwritten by prestigious houses were less likely to default even after controlling for credit rating. We expect that this cherry picking effect of prestigious underwriters should be particularly strong for low rated bonds where asymmetric information and overall uncertainty was more pervasive. In other words, we expect that a Baa-rated bond underwritten by JP Morgan should be less likely to default than another Baa-rated bond underwritten by a less prestigious house. To test this hypothesis, we look at the incidence of prestige and issuer type on different types of bonds. We do this by interacting the type of issuer with the quality of the bond as proxied by rating at issuance.
Formally, we estimate the following probit model:
, is a dummy variable that takes a value of one if bond i, underwritten by bank j defaulted and zero otherwise, IB is a dummy variable that takes value one if the underwriting bank is an investment bank and zero if the underwriter is a bank affiliate, LOWRAT is the low rating dummy, PRESTIGE is our proxy for the prestige of the underwriter, X captures a set of other bond characteristics, u is a normally distributed error term, and  is the normal probability distribution function.
Within this set up, 1  measures if, other things equal, high rated bonds issued by investment banks have a different probability of default with respect to high rated bonds issued by bank affiliates. Similarly, 2 1    measures if, other things equal, low rated bonds issued by investment banks have a different probability of default with respect to low rated bonds issued by bank affiliates. The difference between the probability of default of high rated and low rated bonds issued by investment banks is captured by 2    , and  measures the difference between the probability of default of high rated and low rated bonds issued by bank affiliates. Similarly, 1  measures how underwriter's prestige affects the probability of default for high-rated bonds and 2 1    measures how underwriter's prestige affects the probability of default for low-rated bonds. Finally, 2  measures the difference between the way in which prestige affects the probability of default in high rated bonds and the probability of default in low rated bonds. Table 6 reports the results. In column 1, we estimate the model without the prestige interaction (i.e., we set 2  =0) and in column 2, we estimate the model without the investment bank interaction (we set 2  =0). In column 3, we estimate the model with the two interactions but without other bond-level controls, in column 4 we introduce bond-level controls, and in column 5 we use bond-level controls and year fixed effects. All the regressions of Table 6 find that the interaction term is positive but not statistically significant for the investment bank versus affiliate category and negative and statistically significant for the prestige interactive term. In fact, Table 6 shows that when we include the interaction between prestige and LOWRAT, the main effect of PRESTIGE is no longer statistically significant. This result suggests that an important benefit (in terms of reduced probability of default) of prestigious underwriters comes from their ability to pick low-rated instruments with lower default risk.
So far, we worked with a dependent variable that takes a value of one if a bond ever defaulted and zero otherwise. As a robustness check, we substitute our dependent variable with a variable that takes a value of one if a bond defaulted before the beginning of World War II (i.e., before August 31, 1939) and zero otherwise. 44 The rationale for using this alternative definition of default is that even careful underwriters could not have anticipated war-induced defaults. As consequence, we expect that using this alternative definition of default will strengthen our previous finding on the role of reputation. Table 7 shows that this is indeed the case. We still find that prestige is strongly correlated with lower probability of default and, as expected, we find that the negative correlation between prestige and the probability of default becomes stronger when we focus on pre-World War II defaults (this is because some countries that remained credit-worthy until WWII defaulted with the outbreak of the war). 44 Our sample of 322 bonds includes 214 default episodes. Among these defaults, 194 took place before the beginning of World War II. The countries that issued the bonds that defaulted after the beginning of World War II are: Czechoslovakia (1 bond); Denmark (7 bonds); Estonia (1 bond); Haiti (2 bonds); Italy (4 bonds); and Japan (5 bonds).
In Table 8 we check whether our results are robust to different subsamples and definition of variables. The first two columns substitute our continuous measure of prestige with a dummy variable which takes a value of one for the banks which were part of the American Group (JP Morgan, Kuhn and Loeb, the National City Bank, and the Guarantee Trust) and zero for all other underwriters. While Column 1 shows that the effect of prestige is negative but not statistically significant, Column 2 confirms our previous result that low rated bonds underwritten by more prestigious houses had significantly lower default rates with respect to other low rated bonds. In columns 3 and 4 we show that our results on the credit enhancement role of prestigious underwriters are robust to dropping JP Morgan from our sample. Finally, the last four columns of the table show that our results are not driven by a specific sub-period and hold for both the 1920-25 period and the 1926-29 period.
The results of this section provide strong evidence in support to the idea that prestigious underwriters used two strategies to protect their reputation. First, they tended to underwrite bonds with higher observable quality ( Table 2 shows that major underwriters issued 85 percent of Aaa rated bonds and 72 percent of Aa rated bonds). Second, they were also able to cherry pick bonds with good ex-post performance (as measured by low default rates) relative to their credit rating. In fact, our results show that it is in the low-rated segment of the bond market that the credit enhancement role of prestigious underwriters was particularly important. This result is interesting, because it shows that prestigious underwriters were adding value compared to rating agencies in helping certifying more dubious securities. This runs against the notion of banksterism since prestige and reputation were used to help countries that would tend to default less than the rest, not to force-feed worse securities on ignorant underwriters. At the anecdotal level, but supporting our econometric results, we remark that no security underwritten by JP Morgan defaulted before 1934. After that point, the global debt debacle had reached its climax, so that a greater responsibility for default may have been assigned to bad luck. Symmetrically, apart from the securities underwritten by Kidder and by Kissel (which were paid back in 1931), the eighteen smallest underwriters had a default rate of 100%.
Our findings are consistent with modern models of certification. They may reflect that prestigious houses had access to a superior screening technology and sought to reveal their greater skills to the public by selecting good securities. Alternatively, this is also the kind of outcome one would expect in a world where all underwriters have the same set of information, but only those with a large market share can credibly certify the quality of the bonds they underwrite. The outcome of such a regime is one where small underwriters remain small because they cannot be trusted. Finally, there might have been no difference in the unobservable quality of the bonds subscribed by the two types of underwriters, but only houses with a reputation might have been able and willing to sustain the market for the bonds they underwrote in case of payment problems as happens in models of relationship banking (Boot, 2000) .
To conclude, while consistent with earlier evidence on corporate securities pointing to the irrelevance of the investment bank vs. commercial bank split (Moore, 1934 , Edwards, 1942 , Kroszner and Rajan, 1994 , our results bring an entirely new light on the determinants of bankers' behavior during the 1920s. The behavior we identify is consistent with: (a)
insights from modern financial economics (e.g. Chemmanur and Fulghieri, 1994 , Michaely and Shaw, 1994 , Carter, Dark, and Singh, 1998 ; (b) claims from bankers before the Senate
Commission (e.g. Otto Kahn as quoted above); and (c) work by earlier business historians (Cleveland and Huertas, 1985) . Our findings, instead, contradict previous claims that reputational concerns either existed but were not powerful enough (Mintz, 1951) or simply failed to operate (Eichengreen, 1989) .
V. Evidence from Bankers' Fees
During the 1930s high fees were often used as prima facie evidence of wrong doing. The standard argument was that since bankers had pocketed high revenues they must have known that the bonds were risky. In the Senate Committee Hearings, Senator Gore argued that the fact that bankers stood in between borrowers and lenders created incentives to misrepresent facts in order to get rid of the securities more easily:
-Senator Gore: You say the originating or managing house takes these bonds from the issuing government at a fixed price? Mr Kahn: Yes, Senator. Senator Gore: He stands on the breach; he takes the loss if he is stuck? Mr Kahn: Yes.‖
45
This explains contemporaries' interest for collecting information on fees. 46 There is in fact evidence that bankers charged higher fees for bonds that eventually defaulted with respect to bonds that never defaulted. In our sample the average fee for defaulting bonds is 6.4 percent and the average fee for non-defaulting bonds is 4.5 percent.
Bankers responded to these accusations by arguing that, because of the presence of asymmetric information, riskier bonds were also those which were more difficult to 45 . 46 . Collecting data on fees had already been a central concern of the Pujo Committee on the Money Trust in 1912. However at the time, the concern was about showing that they were exorbitant and revealed the monopoly position of JP Morgan and its associates.
underwrite and place. Higher fees were thus justified by the fact that these bonds required -more of a process of enlightenment and explanation.‖ 47 report data on fees for a number of historical episodes with sovereign debt underwriting. Fees in New York during the 1920s were not out of line with other periods when full underwriting (i.e., outright purchase of the securities from the issuer at a guaranteed price) was the dominant underwriting pattern. 48 They also show that, in all such episodes, there was a strong correlation between fees and spreads at issue. This makes sense, because securities that were understood to be more volatile ex ante also involved greater underwriting risks, required larger compensation, and tended to default more often. 49 Therefore, the fact that banks charged higher underwriting fees for bonds that eventually defaulted does not necessarily mean that bankers misbehaved or misrepresented the risk associated with these bonds.
Issuing low quality bonds is not evidence of bad behavior, either. Smaller underwriters may have issued lower quality bonds that were shunned by prestigious ones. If they did not lie or misrepresent the low quality of the bonds they were underwriting, they did not do anything wrong. Even if they asked for higher fees, these banks provided a service by bringing to the market bonds that nobody else would underwrite. In order to make the case that some banks misbehaved, that they indeed were banksters, it is necessary to show that underwriters knew that they were issuing low quality bonds but hid this information and profited from doing so. For instance, banksterism would be consistent with a situation in which banks were able to charge higher fees by misrepresenting the quality of the securities they underwrote and managing to place these securities at spreads which were too low given their intrinsic default risk.
However, a bank's success in misrepresenting the attractiveness of the bonds it underwrote should be proportional to the bank's reputation and prestige. Less prestigious underwriters should not have been able to extract excessive fees by talking up securities of inferior quality. Being ordinary, their words should have added little value to the security they underwrote. It is therefore likely that the ability of smaller underwriters to place low quality bonds at high prices (low spreads) would be due to high demand for such securities in the presence of "irrational exuberance" (Lewis, 1938 , Mintz, 1951 Mintz, (1951, p. 82) : -Investors in foreign bonds had not suffered any loss for a long time; on the contrary, they had repeatedly made sizable profits. This pleasant state came to be regarded as normal; investors assumed the world had entered a period of permanent defaultless prosperity‖. Lewis (1938, p. 382) : -It is doubtful, however, whether the public would have listened to advice if it had reached them. Foreign bonds were a gamble and in the late 1920's the country was in a gambling mood‖.
By contrast, prestigious underwriters did have the power to extract a short-term economic benefit by misrepresenting facts. This, we argue, is true -banksterism‖. The question is whether inadequate short-term individual incentives (in the form of bonuses and other performance-related compensation structures) were sufficient to push these institutions towards a behavior that could eventually destroy their brand and credibility. 51 Contemporaries thought that this was the case and they blamed banks for having used their brand and credibility to lure investors into dangerous ventures. The famous and oft-cited statement by Senator Gore during the Senate Finance Committee's hearings that -bonds were bought by Tom, Dick and Harry […] without any reference to the solidity or solvency of the bonds or the concern issuing them, but entirely on the faith of the house issuing them in New York‖ captures this definition of banksterism.
Therefore, depending on the type of underwriter, there are different possible explanations for high fees. While less prestigious underwriters could charge high fees only in the presence of "irrational exuberance," more established houses could have earned excessive fees by using their prestige to talk up worthless bonds. Only the second explanation is consistent with banksterism. We contrast these two possible explanations by checking whether, conditional on publicly available information, banks charged higher underwriting fees for bonds that eventually defaulted and prestigious houses charged higher fees for bonds that eventually defaulted.
We start by looking at the simple correlation between defaults and fees and show that if we do not control for publicly available information at the time of issuance (i.e., bond and underwriter characteristics) banks did indeed charge higher underwriting fees on bonds which will eventually default (Column 1 of Table 9 ). This outcome is consistent with the contemporary discourse that associated high fees with default and thus hinted at the inappropriateness of these banks underwriting decisions. However, such a result is also what one would expect to get if one does not control for other variables. Other things equal, riskier bonds are more difficult to underwrite and place and they lead to higher underwriting exposure; these factors had to be compensated for with higher fees. The relevant question is whether banks charged high fees, conditional to what markets knew about the quality of the bonds. Columns 2-4 of Table 9 show that this is not the case. The relationship between fees and default disappears once we control for publicly available information such as spread at issue, credit rating at issue, and bond and issuer characteristics. In Column 5 we interact prestige with future default. While the coefficient of the interactive term is not statistically significant, its negative sign provides strong evidence that prestigious houses did not extract 51 . Bonus did come up as an issue during the Pecora hearings (Huertas and Silverman, 1986 , discuss of the role of bonuses in the National City Bank). In a different but related vein, Kroszner and Rajan (1997) discuss organizational features designed to mitigate conflicts of interest.
higher fees for securities that would later default. This result stands against the banksterism hypothesis as defined above. The last column of the table controls for year of issuance fixed effects, a variable closely correlated with default history (Figure 1 ). 52 Again, we find that the default dummy is not statistically significant and that the interaction between default and prestige is negative (albeit not statistically significant).
In Table 10 we check whether our results are robust to alternative subsamples and variable definitions. The first two columns split the sample between investment banks and security affiliates. The default variable is not statistically significant in the subsample of investment banks (column 1) and negative and marginally significant in the subsample of securities affiliates (column 2). Column 2 is the only case in which we find some evidence of banksterism, as the prestige default interaction is positive and marginally significant. This result is, however, completely driven by one outlier (State of Parana 1928 issued by Chase securities). If this observation is dropped from the sample the main effect of default and the interaction between default and prestige become insignificant. Note that Chase with 1.5 percent of the overall market for foreign government debt was hardly a prestigious player in the market although it comes as number 4 and close to number 3 among Security Affiliates (see Table A in appendix). Columns 3-5 show that our baseline results are robust to using the alternative definition of prestige described in the previous section and to applying this definition of prestige separately to investment banks and security affiliates. In fact, column 3
shows that defaulted bonds underwritten by the four senior banks (Guaranty, National City, Kuhn, JP Morgan) banks had significantly lower fees than defaulted bonds underwritten by other banks. Finally, columns 6 and 7 show that our results are not driven by a specific time period and that they are robust to splitting our sample into two sub-periods (1920-25 and 1926-29) .
Taken together, our results indicate that, in the case of international sovereign bonds, wrongdoing had more to do with anecdote than with robust, economically large, and statistically significant effects.
VI Conclusions
There are interesting parallels between the current situation and the one that followed the 1929 stock market crash and the 1931-33 debt crisis. Then, like now, bad behavior in financial industry was seen at the culprit of the crisis. Then, like now, a number of financial intermediaries have been accused of reaping large gains while offloading large losses on third parties (investors then, the public sector now). Then, like now, observers emphasized the danger of new financial instruments and of the -originate and distribute‖ model of finance.
Then, like now, the crisis sparked strong political pressure for tighter financial regulation.
This list suggests that there is much that modern policymakers can learn from history.
Since part of the regulatory reform that followed the crisis of 1929-33 was justified by alleged wrongdoings in the underwriting business of commercial and investment banks, we develop a number of tests of such behavior. In particular, we take a fresh look at the historical experience of the 1920s and revisit the historical counterpart to the modern -originate and distribute‖ disaster. We explore the incentives of financial intermediaries for the provision and revelation of information on the bonds they underwrote by focusing on the New York market for sovereign bonds, which experienced a near total collapse after 1931.
By and large, we find no evidence of systematic misbehavior on the part of investment and commercial banks that operated in this market. This does not necessarily mean that the regulatory reforms implemented in the 1930s were not warranted or that they had negative effects (this is a question that goes well beyond the scope of the paper), but it does mean that it would be wrong to justify such reforms on the basis of the conventional allegations.
What is new in our approach and has no rigorous statistical counterpart in previous research we are aware of (apart from the suggestions in Mintz, 1951) , is that we find strong evidence that bankers were careful in selecting securities for marketing. We also show that the more prestigious a bank was, the more careful its choices were. Finally, despite contemporary focus and outrage with allegedly anomalous underwriting fees, we find no evidence that banks misrepresented the securities they underwrote and sold them to the public at inflated prices while pocketing extra fees. In other words, we find no evidence of "banksterism" in the market for international sovereign bonds. As the case for banksterism becomes less convincing, the case for bad luck -meaning an unexpected shock or unpredicted policy errors when dealing with that shock -becomes more plausible.
Our findings open several avenues for future research. Questions that we tackle in a companion paper (Flandreau, Gaillard, and Panizza, 2010) include: were prestigious houses credible? Were spreads at issuance for low rated bonds underwritten by more prestigious houses significantly lower than the spreads of similar bonds issued by less prestigious houses?
Did more prestigious houses charge higher underwriting fees for their credit enhancement services?
A more fundamental question is whether the forces at work during the 1920s also operate today. The irony of the historical experience is that, while we find no evidence of misbehavior, contemporaries were under the impression that banksterism was the main cause of the crisis. This is a reflection worth pondering in the light of the current debate. Stories that focus on conflict of interests make a good sell but the extent to which they are true is a If this is correct, future research ought to understand why size and reputation, which were once moderators of wrongful behavior no longer operate in the way they used to. Notes: All averages are un-weighted. Rating is computed following procedure in footnote 37. Share of defaulted bonds is number of bonds falling into default before end of WWII compared to total number issued 1920-1929. 
